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then, sound waves in a clear atmosphere, say, should impinge Jly on a fog bank, or a cloud, in which the density of the air at the pressure is one per cent less — a possible ratio owing to differences in rature and humidity — the energies in the incident, reflected, and fritted (refracted), waves will have to each other the following
approximately :
vp62:^pAc2 = 160,000:1:159,999.
king this calculation the small correction due to differences between ccific heats of the two masses was neglected. the angle of incidence is not zero, as just assumed, but of con-ble size, the reflection obviously is greater, but still small for any up to nearly 90°.    If, for ^<^«~^ <•" — ono ^A j / — assumed,
y. Clearly, then, reflection irom logs ana ciouas, or ar any buo^ ary of sufficient sizo (greater than wave-length dimensions) :m masses of air at the same pressure but of unequal density, varies , very Hiuall value at normal incidence up to total reflection at
GT
aH abow, ,//P = 99/1OO,
i = 84° 15', nearly.
inc.o, a Hinall nuniber of successive total reflections — not likely to though conceivable— might greatly change the direction of the
tho change in density is gradual through a distance of many wave H if t ho medium has no definite boundary — reflection is practically ., as the equations show. For instance, there can be no reflection rid from the gradually nttenuating upper layers of the atmosphere, ions* rated by Lord Rayleigh.1 The energy is maintained through *o of amplitude with decrease of density, except as reduced, as it illy is, by viscosity, to heat.
ws of Sound Reflection. — -By careful experiment it has been lined that, sound is reflected according to exactly the same laws as that apply to light, namely:

